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IN THE COURT OF THE SESSIONS JUDGE::: BONGAIGAON

Sessions Case No. 122 (M)/2016
uts 302t306t34LPC

(Arising out of G.R. Case No. 204 of 2013)

State ofAssam

Vs.

1. Abdul Hai and
2. HajeruBewa .... Accused.

PRESENT: Smt, I. Barman,
Sessions Judge,
Bongaigaon.

ADT/OCATES APPEARED ..

For the State.' Sri R. Barman, Public Prosecutor

For the accused : Sri M.Rahman.

Date ofArgument : 21.02.2018.

Date of Judgment: 08.03.2018.

1.

JUDGMENT AND ORDER

The contextual facts portray a tragic end to a

conjugal life. In the case on the basis of verbal information by PW 4

Nausad Ali regarding death of his niece Nur Nehar Begum (hereinafter

called as 'the deceased') regarding consuming poison, an UD case no.

1012013 was registered and during investigation inquest was done on the

dead body and sent the dead body for post mortem examination.
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Thereafter, an ejahar (Ext 4) was lodged by pw 1 Raham Ali with the
offrcer-in-charge of Manikpur police station on 25.5.2013 at 3.00 p.M

alleging that about 2 years ago his daughter, Nur Nehar Begum, got
married with the accused Abdul Hai. But since after the marriage her

husband accused Abdul Hai and his mother Hajera Bewa tortured her
both physically and mentaily and lastly on 23.5.2013 at 1.00 mid might
both the accused, by assaulting and pressing neck, committed her murder
for non fulfilment of demand of dowry and thereafter, administered her

poison to give the colour of suicide.

. '12' upon receipt of the FIR, the officer Incharge,
.:'Manikpur Police station registered the case being Manikpur police

station case no. 9912013 U/S 302/34 IPC and launched investigation

into the matter. During investigation, he visited the place of occurrence,

drew a sketch map of the place of occurrence, recorded the statement of
the witnesses, arrested the accused Abdul Hai and on completion of
investigation, laid charge sheet uls 306134 Ipc against the accused

Abdul Hai and Hajera Bewa showing her as absconder.

a
J. Accused persons entered their appearance. They

were furnished with all the necessary copies as required U/S 207 Cr.p.C,

Then the offence being exclusively triable by the Court of Session, the

learned Judicial Magistrate, l't class, Bongaigaon vide order dated

10.11 .2016 committed the case to the court of session, Bongaigaon.

4. After receiving the case and on appearance of the

accused persons, charge was framed against the accused persons U/S
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302t306t34 IPC,

section 173 CrPC,

claimed to be tried.

5. In this case to rope the accused for committing
offence u/s 3021306134Ipc, prosecution side examined as many as 15

witnesses. After closure of prosecution evidence, accused persons were
examined u/s 313 cr.p.c. The accused persons denied all the

allegations brought against them and declined to adduce defence

evidence. Their plea was that they were innocent. I have heard argument

of both sides and also gone through the materials on record.

I) Whether the accused persons Abdul Hai and

Hajera Bewa on 23.5.2013 at around 1.00 night in

furtherance of their common intention committed

murder by intentionally or knowingly causing the

death of Nur Nehar Begum and thereby committed

an offence punishable U/S 302 IPC ?

II) Whether Nur Nehar Begum committed suicide

on 23.5.203 by consuming poison and the accused

persons Abdul Hai ond Hajera Bewa infurtherance

of common intention abetted the commission by

torturing her demanding dowry and thereby

committed an offence punishable U/S 306

IPC ?

(3)

after perusal of the police report furnished under

and hearing both sides to which they denied and
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DISCUSSION. DECISION AND REASONS THEREOF':

I\4r R. Barman, learned Public Prosecutor appearing

for the State, strenuously argued that though there is no eye witness,

considering the circumstances that the deceased and the accused persons

lived in the same house to the exclusion of others, that there is evidence

of torture on demand of dowry,thatthere was fracture of hyoid bone of
the deceased which is due to external compressive pressure and then

finding positive test for poison in stomach, liver and kidney are

sufficient, cogent and reliable forming a complete chain convincingly

,ff?*.,- .o_ that none other than the accused persons had caused the death of the

. " 
' ': .',, \u deceased. The learned Public Prosecutor further submitted that the',\.r. '1{I \vidence on record taken as a whole is replete with the circumstances

it.. , !'lu

uihich unerringly point towards the guilty of the accused persons that

they committed murder to the deceased.

Refuting the argument advanced by the leamed

Public Prosecutor, Mr M. Rahman appearing for the accused has

submitted that the evidence of the witnesses clearly indicate that the

accused persons did not treat the deceased with cruelty as defined U/S

n\t,,t 498A IPC, compelling the deceased to commit suicide and that there is'l' vt
/ r, ' no iota of evidence to substantiate that the accused committed murder ofv

.. , *.IuBfi the deceased.
Sr.,r1 
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9. In order to appreciate the counter argument

advanced by the learned counsel appearing for the parties, I feel it

appropriate to, briefly recapitulate the evidence on record as follows :

7.
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Raham Ali, the informant and the father of the

deceased, who deposed as pw 1 stated that after marriage, his deceased

daughter informed him that accused Abdul Hai demanded money. But as

he could not pay, hence Abdul Hai had tortured the deceased. He stated

that prior to marrying the deceased, the accused Abdul Hai married

another one through whom he had a girl. But later on, he ousted his first

wife from his house. He stated that one morning, a person coming to

him reported that the deceased was lying and hence asked him to go

there. Accordingly, he alongwith his son Billal (pw 2) and sister-in-law

Maiful (PW 3), went to the house of the accused and found the deceased

lying upon ground without sense. At that time, he had not seen I y, 12

months baby of his daughter. Then taking a tempo, he sent the deceased

to hospital, but in the way at Rakhaldubi she breathed her last. Then he
.i
. lfiled the FIR. During cross he stated that Manikpur police station is

about 5 KM away from his house, but he has not mentioned the cause of

i delay in lodging the FIR. After post-mortem examination, he brought the

dead body to his house and performed Janaja'. He stated that he did not

remember on which date and what amount the accused demanded and

that prior to this incident, he had not filed any case regarding torture or

demand of money. He stated that if his deceased daughter was emotional

and initating in nature, he could not say. He further stated that after

pronouncing 'talaq' to first wife, the accused married his daughter. He

admitted that he was reported by others that on the fateful night both the

accused persons were attending a'mel' in the house of Ansaf Ali but he

denied the suggestion that after returning from 'mel', the accused persons

found the deceased consuming poison. He denied the suggestion that

10.
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there was no dispute between the couple.

11. Billal Hussain, the brother of the deceased deposing

as PW 2, stated that the accused married his elder sister and the couple

was blessed with a child. He alleged that since after the malriage with his

elder sister, accused Abdul Hai demanded money from his father and for
non fulfilling the demand, she was tortured. He stated that on the day of'rr":5r'2, 
incident at around 8 A.M one person coming to his house reported that-tt

' ', *trthe 
deceased consumed poison. Receiving the information he, alongwith

' ,!

' '\rit father and aunt Maiful Bewa, rushed to the house of the accused andt
i

t' 
,.$

deceased to hospital, then the accused asked to take her first to 'oja' but

as after treatment, her health condition was not improved, hence they

had taken her to Bijni hospital and thereafter, on being referred when

they proceeded towards civil hospital, Bongaigaon, she died in the way.

Thereafter, Abdul Hai coming to his house, in presence of villagers

confessed that he had murdered the deceased and then his father filed

this case. During cross he stated that the accused told that on that night

both the accused persons were attending a 'bichar' at around 1.00 A.M.

He admitted that the fact of demanding dowry and torturing the victim

was not stated before police. He also admitted that the fact of taking the

deceased to 'Oja' was not stated before police. When the deceased was

taken to Bijni from 'Oja' and then to Bongaigaon, Abdul Hai

accompanied them. At the time of janaza and in course of post mortem

examination also, accused Abdul Hai was present. He denied the

suggestion that the accused Abdul Hai did not admit his guilt before the

,) 
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public. He also denied the suggestion that the deceased was emotional
and irritating in nature.

PW 3 Maiful Nesa, the aunt of the deceased in her
evidence stated that since after marriage accused Abdul Hai used to
torture the deceased demanding money and on 24.5.2013 at around 9
A'M accused through one person informed them that the deceased had
been suffering from illness. Then she, alongwith pw 2 Billal Hussain

and PW 1 Raham Ali, went to the house of the accused and found the
deceased lying upon the ground. On being asked, the accused Abdul Hai

'-, "'tt.. tl*':''.". reported that at night they attended a meeting and after return fbund herUa
--.\, good health. They slept together but in the morning on calling the'.i:*t r---o-----' 

dpceased, she did not response and her whole body became stiff. They

,, ,ulso noticed soil in the body of the deceased. Then on being asked as to

.n. fiow soil came to her body, Abdul Hai replied that when she was brought
.)

., " " ..,." liom bed to floor, her body came in contact with soil. Then they brought
- a tempo to take the deceased to hospital, but Abdul Hai forced, to take

her to 'oja' and thus there was wastage of time of about 1 % hours.

Thereafter they had taken her to Bijni wherefrom she was referred to

Bongaigaon but in the way to Bongaigaon, near Aie river she breathed

^ .L 
her last. The dead body was taken to her parental house and post mortem

I -' was done. She fuither stated that prior to marrying the deceased,Y- ut/ ^,/ Cr' 
= ,., 

j...,,, accused Abdul Hai married another one but later on by torturing ousted
-,+"' .i...t,ti| her. She stated that accused Abdul Hai caused death to the deceased by,,r ,-:,s)f'.('4$i.r,U?' 

administering poison and that Abdul Hai before police and public

admitted that he had killed the deceased. During cross she denied the

t2.
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suggestion that the fact of torturing the deceased demanding money and
confession of the accused before public was not stated before police.
According to her, at the time of bringing the deceased to hospital and
then at janaza and postmortem examination, Abdul Hai was present She
denied the suggestion that on the night the accused persons were not at
home. she also denied the suggestion that the fact of finding the
deceased in good health after coming from 'mel' was not reported to

,,, poltce.
i.

i\

13. PW 4 Nausad Ali, the uncle of the deceased,
_.i

,fleposed that on the day at about glg.3o A.M, the dead body of the
' deceased was brought to their house. Then on suspicion, he informed

police. He deposed that during conjugal life sometimes the deceased

reported at her parental house that accused Abdul Hai tortured her

demanding money. During cross he denied the suggestion that the fact of
reporting by the deceased about torturing her by accused Abdul Hai

demanding money was not stated before police.

1,4. PW 5 Abu Bakkar Siddique, the hostile witness

stated that hearing about a murder, he alongwith his friend Fazlul Islam

(PW 6) went to see the dead body and had seen the accused there

ghearored by public. Thereafter he left the place. PW 6, A.K.Fajlul

Islam, who also turned hostile, deposed that on the day of incident, his

friend Abu Bakkar Siddique (PW 5) informed him about murder of a

woman and then proceeded to see the dead body with him. But he did

not know who was murdered.

l, ,'to
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PW 7 Asuruddin, heard that the deceased died
consuming poison. During cross he stated that he never heard

quarrel between the accused Abdul Hai and the deceased

lbv

any

$

PW 8 Gul Bhanu, the step mother of the deceased

stated that one day Abdul Hai informing that the deceased had been

suffering from illness, asked them to come. Accordingly, they went to
the house of the accused and found the deceased lying upon ground with
bleeding from nose and mouth. Seeing the victim, they asked to take her

to doctor but the accused saying that she should be treated by 'oja', had

.,r.:q,!!- taken her by a vehicle but she did not know where she was taken. Later
**'i.--' '--1t'*-

,f" , , I :,,,oto on, the dead body of the deceased was brought. He stated that prior to
: ', \ the incident at an interval the accused Abdul Hai used to send the

t1.

-,!

: '" 
'deceased to her parental house to bring money but they did not pay
i

t-il

^.q ,,'had committed her murder. During cross she admitted that the deceased
I

. ;,,'','" / was an angry woman and after quarreling with her husband, she used to

come to her parental house. He did not know if the deceased committed

suicide by consuming poison. He denied the suggestion that the fact of

sending the deceased at an interval to her parental house to bring money

e was not stated before police.
1b,1

I

/ c6'

*#*'clt
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PW 9 Dr Prasanta Sarkar, the medical officer
r.. i9.{t

. i : ;:.i. conducted the autopsy on the dead body of the deceased Nur Nehar

Begam on25.5.2013 at 1.10 P.M at Bongaigaon Civil Hospital and found

as follows:
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A female dead body with brood stained nostrils, both
eyes congested with sub conjunctive haemorrhage at places, non
emaciated, non decomposed.

on diffuse bruise, bluish in colour at the front of
neck uppet part on both sides. On dissection found diffuse contusion of
soft tissue in upper part. Trachea found compressed antero posteriorly.

Hyoid bone fractured with contusion on surounding soft tissues. part of
stomach with its contents, part of liver and right kidney are preserved

"-'i-"afld sent for forensic laboratory analysis.

,.!
,. ,:,

'1. In opinion the doctor stated that all the findings

wefe ante mortem in nature and cause of death could not be said till FSL::

report received. He proved the post mortem report as Ext l.

On re-examination, pW g clarified that on

examination he found hyoid bone fractured with contusion on

surrounding soft tissues which may cause due to external compressive

pressure over neck which means manual strangulation and the same is

ante mortem. During cross he admitted that in Ext t he did not mention

that hyoid bone fracture with contusion indicates manual strangulation.

a,
J
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18. Janik Ali, the neighbour of the accused as pW 10,

deposed that one day the accused coming to his house reported that his

wife consumed poison. Then he went to the house of the accused and

asked to call doctor. Accordingly the accused by a tempo had taken his

wife to Bijni and from Bijni when she was taken to Bongaigaon, she died

Contd....
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in the way. During cross he stated that he never had seen any quarrel
between the accused and his wife. He heard that the deceased was
irritating in nature and some times she used to visit her parental house.

Another neighbour Md Jaynuddin deposing as pW

1l stated that one day in the morning seeing gathering in the house of
the accused, he went there and heard that the wife of the accused Abdul
Hai consumed poison. Then he asked Abdul Hai to call doctor and to
inform in his father-in-law's house to which the accused replied that he
already informed and they were coming. After arrivalof his in-laws, the

':.." deceased was taken to Bijni and later on heard that in the way to
'"*'. Bongaigaon, she died. During cross he stated that he did not hear any

lquarrel between the accused Abdul Hai and his wife. According to him,
.:, ithe deceased was at ar.gry woman in nature and even in some petty,i

i. g matter, she used to stay in her parental house for 415 days.
-*r'n

t9.

20.

i.' r
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Co-villager Rejjak Ali as PW 12 stated that hearing

about consuming poison by the deceased, he went to the house of the

accused. Later on he heard that in the way to hospital, she died. During

cross he stated that the deceased was an angry woman and in some petty

matters she used to visit her parental house. But he never heard any

dispute between the couple.

21. Monirul Islam, the cousin brother of the deceased as

Pw 13 stated that one day in the morning accused Abdul Hai informed

him that the deceased had been suffering from diarrhea and later on again

stated that she was influenced by ghost for which they applied some

Contd....
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'jaraphuka'upon her. After some time again on enquiry about her health,
the accused replied that her health condition is not improved and asked
to send a vehicle. Then he sent a tempo by which the deceased was taken
to 'kabira.f' at Nagarjhar and took treatment there for about 2 hours, but
due to bleeding from her nose, she was taken to Dr Hasmot at Bijni and
thereafter on the way to Bongaigaon hospital, she died. He further
deposed that prior to the incident, accused Abdul Hai sent the deceased 2
/ 3 times to her parental house demanding money but her father could not
fulfil the demand. He stated that 20 days prior to the incident, the
deceased gave birth to a daughter and for birth of a female baby, the
accused did not want to keep her and administered her poison. He was

''s... informed by the accused that the deceased had been suffering from
\iarrhea but not stated that she consumed poison. During cross he
dhnied the suggestion that the deceased was an angry woman and she

):"qpmmitted 
suicide by consuming poison.

/

"-/ ))"'; / LL. pw 14 Sri Jageswar Bordoloi, the Junior scientific
officer at Forensic science Laboratory at Guw ahati, deposed that on
10.6.2013 on being receipt of a parcel from the Incharge Toxicology
Division, Assam consisting of stomach and its contents, liver and one

kidney in separate jars preserved in saturated solution of common salt
and on examination found positive test for organ ophosphorus. He
proved the report as Ext 3.

23. pw 15, Rajendra Talukdar, the Investigating oflicer
deposed that on 24.5.2013 when he was working as o/c Manikpur

Police station, at around 3.10 p.M one Nausad Ali (pw 4) coming to

Contd....
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police station reported that his niece Nur Nehar Begum, the wife of
accused Abdul Hai, consumed poison at around 7.00 A.M and on the way
to hospital she died. Accordingly, he registered an uD case no. 10/2013
and himself investigated the same. In course of investigation inquest
was done on the dead body by the Executive Magistrate and he sent the
dead body for post mortem examination. He visited the place of
occurrence, recorded the statement of the witnesses and thereafter on
25.5.2013 on lodging an FIR by pw r, father of the deceased alleging
murder of the deceased by the accused Abdul Hai and his mother Hajera
Bewa, he registered the case. He proved the FIR as Ext 4. In course of

'", investigation he visited the pace of occurrence, prepared the sketch map
:\or the place of occurrence vide Ext 5, recorded the statement of the\',. 

{itnesses and arrested the accused Abdul Hai. He confirmed the

,. statement of hostile witness pw 5 and pw 6 made before him. During
,I

.,'"' Nousad Ali, Pw 8 Gul Bhanu and pw 13 Manirul Islam had not stated

before him that the accused tortured the deceased demanding dowry.

24. PW 16, SI Umesh Ch Das, on being entrusted to

complete the investigation of the case on transfer of earlier Investigating

officer, he had gone through the case diary, sent the viscera to FSL and

after collecting the report submitted charge sheet against the accused

persons UIS 306134 IPC vide Ext 6.

25. In the instant case, as per post mortem report (Ext 1)

there was fracture of hyoid bone with contusion on surounding soft

t
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tissue. The medical officer (pw 9) on a question to the court clarified
that the fracture of hyoid bone sustained by the deceased caused due to
external compressive pressure over neck means by manual strangulation

which was ante mortem. on the other hand, as per FSL report (Ext 3),

viscera gave positive test for organophosphorus insecticide. So the

fracture of hyoid bone clearly suggest that certain extra force was applied
in causing the said injury in addition to poison. The dead body was found

with blood stained nostrils. pw g the step mother of the deceased also

stated that when they coming to the house of the accused, found the

deceased lying upon ground with bleeding from nose and mouth.

Though the findings of post mortem report do not disclose any ligature

0.,..'l:\ mark on the neck but there was diffuse bruise, bluish in colour at the

$ront neck upper part of both sides and on dissection found diffirse

&ontusion of soft tissues in upper part and trachea found compressed
:
.intero posteriorly. Now the question which requires determination,

. -r'based on the evidence adduced by the prosecution, is whether the

accused persons, i.e the husband and mother-in-law of the deceased, are

the author of the crime.

11*t/ v,/ i' . ,,.:-
. 

., J':.

s#"' " 
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26. It is not in dispute that the accused persons lived

with the deceased in same premises. The sketch map (Ext 5) reflects that

accused Abdul Hai and the deceased stayed in a house and the other

accused Hajera Bewa resided in another house in the same campus.

Except them and 1 Yz I 2 months baby of the deceased, there was none in

the said premises.
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It may be mentioned here that the very basis of
prosecution, i.e the F.I.R, has made an alregation pertaining to the
demand of dowry and torture upon the deceased. In the case in hand, it
is not in dispute that the deceased died within three years of her
marriage. Bearing in mind the post mortem report and FSL report, let me
see as to whether the death of the deceased is suicidal or homicidal.

So far the evidence of pw 1 the informant father of
deceased, is concerned, after marriage, his deceased daughter

reported him that the accused Abdul Hai demanded money. But as he

could not fulfil the demand, hence the accused had assaulted her. But
admittedly he did not remember how much money was demanded and on

which dates. The other close relatives of the deceased, pw 2, pw 3, pw
4, Pw 8 and Pw 13, in their deposition also stated that since after

marriage accused Abdul Hai used to torture the deceased demanding

money but those material particulars regarding torture and demand of
money were not stated in statement u/s 161 cr.p.c which was confirmed

by Investigating officer (pw 15) during cross examination. In their

evidence, what is evident is that except a bald and omnibus statement

that the victim was subjected to torture in demand of dowry nothing has

been stated specifically as to the nature of torture, either physical or

mental, or what dowry was demanded. The oral testimony of close

relative of the deceased, i.e. PW I to pw 4, pw 8 and pw 13 regarding

dowry demand and physical torture on the victim for dowry demand,

does not appear to be reliable and worthy of inspiring confidence that the

deceased was subjected to cruelty within the meaning of section 4gB A

{t'
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IPC' What therefore follows is that the prosecution evidence falls short

,..+.*'':'r'*-,.,.. of proving the essential precondition for drawing presumption under

-t..

.t
:

,. . . i poison (organophoporus) in viscera is not in dispute. The only
eia contention of the defence is that the deceased was an emotional lady and. .,. 

- ,qt' i " .r'ro irritating in nature and due to her nature there was every possibility of
committing suicide by consuming poison. It is also in the evidence of
PWs that after the incident the victim was taken to a ,kabiraj,, then to
Bijni and thereafter, on being referred, while she was taken to
Bongaigaon civil hospital, she died. Regarding injury of fracture on
hyoid bone, the accused Abdul Hai in statement u/s 313 cr. p.c

answered that in the process of taking her to 'Kabiraj', Bijni and to
Bongaigaon, she might have sustained fracture, which is not at all
believable. During cross examination of pw 1, though it was brought on
record that he was reported by others that on that fateful night both the

accused persons were attending a 'mel' in the house of Ansaf Ali but at

the same time denied the suggestion that after return from 'mel, they
!

\ \tr found the victim consuming poison which lends support that even if it is
,t

l;' 'V accepted that the accused persons on that night attended a ,mel,, but after/ t,''0 . :r.-r' return they found the deceased well. PW 2 in cross examination also':; 
. i',r#,.

ic.ri;i; ;.: l - - 
stated that accused told them that on that night till 1.00 A.M, he and his

mother were in a 'mel'. But it is not in evidence as to for which period

the accused persons were in mel'. Regarding plea of alibi defence

examined none to prove their presence in 'mel' , even if any.
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Further, the evidence of pW 3, the aunt of the
deceased, is that on being asked accused Abdur Hai reported that at night
he and his mother attended a meeting and after return found the deceased

in good health and thereafter they slept together but in the morning, on
calling the deceased she did not respond and her body was found stiff. If
the deceased slept together with the accused Abdul Hai and in the

morning she was found stiff without responding, the accused Abdul Hai
remained silent as to when she consumed poison during this period while
sleeping with him. Moreover, pw 3 also stated that noticing soil on the

body of the deceased when they asked accused Abdul Hai, he replied that
when the victim was brought to the floor from bed, her body came into

. r'.' T'l'-at-^t*,*,,
: ' ' . ' .'."* coflttlct with soil. When his wife was found without response, it shows a

', \"tont circumstance as to why instead of providing her treatment, he
1

i. , of,the deceased.

30.

'31.
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The evidence of the brother of the deceased pW 2

clearly shows that after the death accused Abdul Hai coming to their

house in presence of villagers confessed that he had murdered the

deceased and thereafter the present FIR was lodged. His evidence is

corroborated by Pw 3 Moiful Nesa. Though pw 3 did not state before

police regarding confession of the accused before public, but the

evidence of the close relatives of the deceased clearly shows that there

was some dispute between the couple. The neighbouring witnesses pW

10, Pw 11 and PW 12, though in their evidence stated that they had not

heard any quarrel between the accused and the deceased, but it is quite

Contd....
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natural that they may not know what happened between the husband and
wife within the four wall of the house. Moreover, being co-villagers,
they may not come to say against the accused persons. The evidence of
PW 13, the cousin brother of the deceased, that after birth of a daughter,
the accused did not want to keep the deceased and administered her
poison, remains unchallenged during cross examination. This evidence

indicates that for giving birth to a female child, the accused was unhappy
with the deceased. Besides, the deceased left a I % I 2 months female
baby at the time of death. It is not at all believable that being mother
one would commit suicide ieaving only suckling baby. In the case

1.

hxplaining delay of two days in filing the F.I.R it is mentioned that due to

,shbck in the incident, he fell ill and hence delay caused, which is quite

" latural. Moreover, fracture of hyoid bone may not come to their notice.

Ihthe facts and circumstance of the case as discussed above, I am of the...
., , 1' . opinion that this delay of two days is not at all fatal to the prosecution.

32. The Hon'ble Supreme Court in the case of Trimukh

Maroti Kirkan vs State of Maharashtra (2006) l0 scc 6g1, has

approved the well settled principle that when an incriminating

circumstance is put to the accused and that accused either offers no

explanation or offers an explanation which is found to be untrue, then the

same becomes an additional link in the chain of circumstances to make it
complete. In this case the Supreme court has also held that where a

husband is alleged to have committed the murder of his wife and the

prosecution succeeds in leading evidence to show that shortly before the

,1 \s
),' :n
/ :J"
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commission of crime they were seen together or the offence takes place
in the dwelling house where the husband also normally resided and if the
husband does not offer any explanation how the wife received injuries or
offers an explanation which is found to be false, it was a strong
circumstance pointing that he alone was responsible for the commission
of crime.

JJ. In another decision of the Apex Court in the case of
( State of Rajashthan vs Kashi Ram ) reported inAIR 2007 sc l44,itis
held that when the accused was rast seen with his murdered wife, he
must give explanation or plead alibi in support of his innocence or else it

't would be a strong circumstance against him pointing towards his guilt.
a
1

b+. In the case of Trimukh Maroti Kirkan Vs State of

Il. /

/,*

r'iL'
*.,f," 
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-. - .: :" i.l,'*F''""

1b
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,/Maharashtra, the Apex Court also held that :

,/ " 14. If an offence takes place inside the privacy of a
house and in such circumstances where the assailants have all the

opportunity to plan and commit the offence at the time and in
circumstances of their choice, it will be extremely diflicult for the

prosecution to lead evidence to establish the guilt of the accused if the

strict principle of circumstantial evidence, as noticed above, is insisted

upon by the Courts. A Judge does not preside over a criminal trial merely

to see that no innocent man is punished. A Judge also presides to see that

a guilty man does not escape. Both are public duties. (See Stirland v.

Director of Public Prosecution - quoted with approval by Arijit Pasayat, J.

-.Jb-
t51 .

n
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in state of punjab vs. Karnail singh). The law does not enjoin a duty on the
prosecution to lead evidence of such character which is almost impossible
to be led or at any rate extremery difficurt to be led. The duty on the
prosecution is to lead such evidence which it is capable of leading, having
regard to the facts and circumstances of the case. Here it is necessary to
keep in mind Section 106 of the EvidenceAct which says that when any
fact is especially within the knowledge of any person, the burden of proving
that fact is upon him. Illustration (b) appended to this section throws some
light on the content and scope of this provision and it reads:

,,,,' ^, '' ' . "r"::., 
'(b) A is charged with traveling on a railway without ticket. The burden of

ln 't^

; "rproving that he had a ticket is on him.,
I

i 15. Where an offence like murder is committed in
',. I 

"-'secrecy 
inside a house, the initial burden to establish the case would, tt'

evidence to be led by it to establish the charge cannot be of the same degree

as is required in other cases of circumstantial evidence. The burden would
be of a comparatively lighter character. In view of Section 106 of the
Evidence Act there will be a coresponding burden on the inmates of the
house to give a cogent explanation as to how the crime was committed. The

,.'t inmates of the house cannot get away by simply keeping quiet and offering\f?
\
) . vt no explanation on the supposed premise that the burden to establish its case
irt/ * lies entirely upon the prosecution and there is no duty at all on an accused to

*n.u',,' ' . ,il 
offer any explanation' "

15,.:^L.J'
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35' In this case deceased died in the house of the
accused Abdul Hai under mysterious circumstances. The medical
evidence suggestive that she died due to strangulation and poison. The
medical evidence regarding fracture on hyoid bone rebuts the claim of
the accused persons that she committed suicide by consuming poison.
The medical evidence is crear enough to prove that she was first
strangulated and then perhaps administered poison or by pressing her
neck, administered her poison. This evidence would go to show that
there was sufficient design to camouflage her death with the corour of
suicide. Accused husband Abdul Hai was present in the house at that

r,o time' There is also evidence that the family members of the deceasedii were informed about her illness and after their arrival, inspite of asking
', tito take the victim to doctor, she was taken to ,kabiraj, resulting wastage

', ,'of time in giving proper treatment. The conduct of the accused husbandj also indicates a strong circumstance. Besides, during statement u/s 313
cr.P.c, the accused did not offer any plausibre expranation for the
implicating evidences against him. Evidence on record shows that after
midnight till morning it was only the accused Abdul Hai who was
present in the room with the deceased. Material on record discloses that
the couple stayed in a room where deceased was found lying upon floor,
there were no other inmates, save and except the husband and perhaps
the 1 % / 2 months baby. But the husband Abdul Hai utterly failed to
explain as to how the deceased consumed poison after she retired to bed.
No explanation was forthcoming as regards the death of the deceased

inside the secrecy of one room. This leads an important link to connect

't$t.n
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the homicidal death of the deceased to the direct involvement and
culpability of the husband to the offence in question. Accused Abdul Hai
being present in the house at the time of occuffence, he is naturally
expected to offer a plausible explanation leading to the death of the
deceased. Instead of that he resorted to falsehood and sirence which
would point finger of guilt towards him.

The case laid out by the prosecution, even when
resting on circumstantial evidence, firmly established that it is a case of
homicidal not suicidal and unerringly pointed towards the guilt of
accused Abdul Hai as perpetrator of the crime. The surrounding
circumstances are conclusive in nature with exclusion of every possible
hypothesis except the one that has been proved the guilt of accused

'r,Abdul Hai beyond all reasonable doubt in causing the death of his wife
'Nr. Nehar Begum by strangulation and administering poison.

,:Accordingly, accused Abdul Hai is convicted u/s 302 Ipc and acquitted

him from the charge U/S 306 IpC.

37. In respect of other accused Hajera Bewa, the mother
in law of the deceased, there is only single statement of pw 13

implicating Hajera Bewa in administering poison to the deceased.

Barring this statement there is no other evidence implicating accused

Hajera Bewa in the commission of the offence. Moreover sketch map

(Ext 5) shows that Hajera Bewa resides in another house and the incident

occurred in the house where the deceased with the husband resides. No

specific act, overt or covert was attributed to accused Hajera Bewa. In

36.

f
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absence of evidence that she entered into the house of her son and
daughter-in-law, on the basis of evidence on record, it is difficult to rope
her in the commission of offence with aid of section 34 Ipc and she is
entitled to benefit of doubt. Accordingly, accused Hajera Bewa is
acquitted from the charge uls 3021306 Ipc and be set her at liberty
forthwith. Her bail bond shall remain in force till next six months.

38' Heard the convict Abdul Hai on the quantum of
sentence and recorded his statement UIS 235(2) Cr.p.C. Accused/convict
submitted that he is to look after his mother, wife and two children and
prayed for leniency.

1

39. considering the facts and circumstances of the case,

, the accused Abdul Hai is convicted u/s 302 Ipc and sentenced to
undergo rigorous imprisonment for Life with fine of Rs.5,000/-, in
default to undergo rigorous imprisonment for another three months.

convict Abdul Hai be sent to the District Jail, Abhyapuri to serve out the

sentence. His bail bond stands cancelled.

40. In this fateful incident, the baby, Ayesha Khatun of
the deceased Nur Nehar Begum lost her mother and her father was put

in jail. Hence I feel it fit to recommend the case for compensation for
the daughter of the deceased Nur Nehar Begum as per provision of
section 357(A) of the Cr.P.C.

,1, h/4'
)g
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41.

convict.

A free copy of the judgment be furnished to the
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A copy of the judgment be transmitted to the District
Magistrate, Bongaigaon as per provision of section 365 of Cr.p.C. Also
send a copy of the judgment to District Legal services Authority,
Bongaigaon.

43. Given under my hand and the seal of this Court on
the 8th day of March,20lg.
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( L Barman )
Sessions Judge,
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Dictated and cowected by me,

r*I

J, ,v'i'*
( I. Barman)
Sessions Judge,
Bonga-igaggr*1p*
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APPE]YDIX

Prosecution witness:
PW 1-RahamAli.
PW2-BillalHussain.
PW3-Maiful Nesa.
PW 4 -Nausad Ali.
PW 5 -Abu Bakka Siddique.
PW 6 -A.K. Fajul Islam.
PW 7 -Asuruddin.
PW8-GulBhanu.
PW 9 - Dr Prasanta Sarkar.
PW 10 -JanikAli.
PW 11- Md Jaynuddin.
PW 12 - Rejjak Ali.
PW 13 - Monirul Islam.
PW 14 - Jageswar Bordoloi.
PW 15 - Rajendra Talukdar, SI.
PW 16 -Umesh Ch Das. SI.
Court witness
Nit
Defence Witness:
Nil.
Documents Exhibited b), Prosecution:
Ext-1 Post mortem examination report.
Ext-2 Forwarding letter.
Ext-3 FSL report.
Ext 4- Ejahar..
Ext 5- Sketch map of the place of occurrence.
Ext 6- Charge sheet.
Material Exhibit:
Nil.
Defence Exhibit:
Nil
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( L Barman )
Sessions Judge,
Bongaigoon
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